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About This Game

It's time to get MEDIEVAL!

From the creators of the award winning puzzle games Doodle God & Doodle Devil, comes a new fantasy brain-teaser where you
can create your own Kingdom with Castles, Knights, Warlocks and Dragons! Great for gamers of ALL ages.

Daring adventure awaits you in this fantasy world where you can breed and raise four different types of Dragons, return the
family castle to prosperity or defile flowering lands as a Necromancer.

New Game Mode: Arm your Knight to fight through the hordes of monsters and mighty bosses in a new runner-style combat
game!

The famous Doodle series puzzle game play has been completed re-imagined in this ALL ages fantasy adventure.

Create a New Kingdom Today!

CRITICS LOVE THE DOODLE SERIES
“It's addictive. Insanely so! Lots of fun.” – 148Apps

“Wonderfully unique concept. Deeply satisfying!” – GameZebo
“Giving it huge thumbs up!" - TUAW

“Discovering each new element was an utter delight." -AppSafari
"You'll have to use your creativity…ruthlessly addictive." - Slide2Play
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FEATURES

 - All ages puzzle game play for the entire family
 - Intuitive one-click gameplay encourages thoughtful, creative play.

 - Breed and raise four different types of Dragons
 - Quest as a fearless Knight, Powerful Warlock or fantasy Dragon

 - Play the new “runner” combat mode

 ******
 LIKE: www.facebook.com/doodlegod

 FOLLOW on Twitter: www.twitter.com/doodle_god

More than 500 detailed reviews in gaming press, including:
Metacritics list of Reviews - 70/100

Kingdom of magic! - 3.5/5
There's no denying Doodle Kingdom's addictive quality. - 80/100

Breed dragons and create an empire in Doodle Kingdom
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Title: Doodle Kingdom
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
JoyBits Ltd.
Publisher:
JoyBits Ltd.
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Simplified Chinese
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the graphics have been majorly overhauled for its steam release and it works like a charm =3 play it if you love puzzles as it has
plenty of them =3 look foward to doodle devil in the future =3. This is a fantastic game with rock solid controls! I highly
recommend this one for anyone looking for a great mega man \/ cave story style game. The sound track is all chip tune and is
nicely composed. Great all around game!. Cute design... I just hope one day we can play this underwater inside the aquarium.. I
might write another review when I play more, but for now here is what I think after reaching the first boss. (I won't be talking
about the sound since my laptop was muted)

I had played Gemstone at Insomnia awhile ago and enjoyed it. I brought it yesterday since it was on sale and sat down to play it
today. I really did enjoy it and like how simple the controls are and how simple the game is so far. I do expect it to become
harder.

However, there are two things I need to make aware. The first is the bright purple light when you enter a portal and the bright
red light when you beat a boss. Although I do not suffer from epilepsy, I found it too bright, harsh and sudden.
The second problem that could have been my own fault is that the first boss can trap you in the corner and chip away at your
health. I was able to escape but it still something that I feel should be brought up. But again it might have been my own fault.

I'm sure if the first issue is dealt with soon, the game would be much better. So I give this a recommend.. If you enjoy
Zachtronics games - but are bad at programming then this is the game for you.. TL;DR This is the best Rhythm Action game
you can get on Steam. If the music tickles your fancy, pick up the Forever Friends/'Season Pass' DLC.

Been playing this game since the mobile version originally released and from day 1 the UI and controls have been solid. Since
then they've been focusing on adding more content and porting to other consoles - and with a rhythm game that's all you really
need to do.

The addition of a 2D, vertical scrolling "CLASSIC" theme is going to placate a lot of people that hate the 'hallway' effect the
default skins use, though you should try them all at least once since they look pretty cool.

Songs are roughly 50/50 between original picks/commissions from chinese artists and licenses from some of the usual indie
producers in the rhythm games community. Expect lots of your 'harder' styles of electronic music here.

Really, the only thing left is some UI polish/redesign for some of the extra features they've been adding over the years. You can
still find your way around the menus just fine, but you can tell what they were focusing on.. nice and easy. I was not expecting
much for the sale price of .99 cents. But this VR experience is definitely better than all the negative reviews would leave you to
believe. Are there better VR environments out there? Sure, the BluVR set the standard in 360 VR experience (of course,
movement is very limited in that "game.") Perfect VR is probably one of the better VR meditation geared apps.

However, this game is only .99 cents currently or $1.99 at regular price. Is the game worth that much? Yes. The VR enviroments
are actually more than adequate to enjoy and relax. The only VR environment that I found needed more work was the Sahara
desert mirage \/ pond environment. All the other ones had really nice environments you could teleport around and enjoy. They
all had little details that made the experience worthwhile. For example, the swing set where you can touch and move the swings.
Do I wish I could sit in the swing and go down the slides? Yes, of course. But then it would probably not be a relaxing walk VR
game. It would be a playground VR game.

The game does its own sounds. However, you can open up the YouTube browser and listen to the music that you want to listen
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to while you enjoy the VR surroundings. I don't think you can ask for more for $2. Better than watching Youtube on your PC or
laptop or mobile.

Rate 6\/10 given the price.. Very fun, it feels like a car crime simulator if that makes any sense... It's all about crimes in a reality
driving form... Obviously like most driving games are not like GTA V how you can exit your vehicle at will. This game takes it
to the next level- despite the unrealistic shooting-out-of-the-car concept, but the physics and controls work flawlessly. I love the
2nd Person mode because in a real life scenario you are driving the car, and the view of that, is exactly like 2nd person... Now
what this game has as an advantage over most games is that you can add your own music to the game... All you have to do is
simply convert your music to a .MP3 file and click and drag the file into: OS (Operating System) > Program Files (x86) >
Steam > SteamApps > common > Crash Time III > My Music | That's how you listen to your own music in Crash Time 3, I
think it's a unique feature, I just felt the need to mention it to you guys :D Overall I will give this game a 10/10!! Great job
Synetic GmbH on making a really good game...
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Can't play on Osx. Agreed, 1 euro isn't a lot for a game, but less than 30 minutes of relaxed gameplay isn't enough either.
I'll recommend the game because it is really looking terrific and brings back lots of memories, but I really, really hope that parts
2-4 will give me a bit more gameplay time. Let's get them started!. 9/10 so far so good only the main character emo tall guy
sasuke look a like needs a cool voice acting DEVS if you read this please add cool voice acting for the main character adn also
please put in the map where the main character is at like GTA and other gmaes that specifies where your characters at it gave
me a lot of damage "that's a lot of damage" to my brain and eyes playing for hours looking where my character in the map at :D
just kidding this good game needs a sequel. Now first guys I will give you a hint dont pick the black butterfly first or you'll
regret it. First I thought this isn't a horror f@%ing game cause it became so crazy when I pick the black butterfly all you need to
do is dont get hit and killed or you'll wake up and never finish that story tips always save the game and load it whenever you
wake up. Gameplay mechanics is good like your character interacts with things and people other than that it lacks speech where
the main emo tall guy sasuke look alike or eren look a like lacks speech Devs please add cool voice acting speech of the main
character when he interacts with people and stuff not just some subtitles. Now about the game: It is a series of events where you
solve errands of girls, first pick the gold butterfly, next is the blue and last but not the least the black one or else you'll end up
like me with a heart pulsating over 9000 such an insane mode for this game requires a lot of knowledge memorising places and
where to hide in them such thrilling event in the game just dont get hit or else you'll wake up and regret you will never finish the
rich girl's story. I never finish it yet but I'm almost done with the black butterfly, while the blue butterfly seems peaceful but i'll
try to now if it is, because it is a mystery game after all. So thank you so much everbody for watching and as always I will see
you in the next vi... joke ahahhahaha I'm not mark just some random dude I hope Markiplier plays it. And also the main
character indeed was the black angel. :D. Have always loved COH and found this to be a great little add on for a much needed
WW1 game.. The developer is very keen to make this game good. In my original review I cited some issues with the English and
he has since fixed them with my help.
Elsewhere, there are Solid puzzles and interesting gameplay.
Good artwork and sound design as well.

Certainly worth your time for $2.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IB-z6sTKaWc

(Full Disclosure:I have now helped with parts of this game so may be unbiased. I did pay for this game myself however.).
Boring as hell.. Having played the NES and subsequent Gameboy Color) versions, I am inclined to dislike this original MAC
exclusive version of Shadowgate for two reasons:

1. The original is lacking the NES version's awesome soundtrack.

2. The original's controls are a bit clunky at best. Although by today's standards the NES version's controls would be considered
clunky as well.. but it is a form of clunkiness I am very familiar with.

Nevertheless THIS IS A CLASSIC that everyone who enjoys point and click adventures SHOULD DEFINITELY add to their
libraries :D. 100% worth the $5 now I don't look poor and can have a creepy face : )
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